Founded in 1996, GASCO is a leading manufacturer of Precision Calibration Gas Mixtures. Headquartered in
Oldsmar Florida with over 30,000 square feet of space, GASCO is easily accessible to Tampa International
Airport, where orders are quickly shipped WORLDWIDE. A second manufacturing facility is strategically located
in the greater Houston area. This location offers free delivery within a 100 mile radius, a Will Call pick up option
and fast shipping to the west coast and beyond.
GASCO follows strict ISO procedures to create the highest quality grades of pure gases, including; single, complex
four-gas and highly reactive gas mixtures. GASCO’s products meet and exceed all safety equipment industry
specifications.
We offer a variety of cylinder sizes with the highest quality regulators, carrying cases and accessories available.
GASCO features an exclusive ecosmartTM cylinder program. This is a smart solution to disposable cylinders. The
ecosmartTM program is both innovative and environmentally mindful.
GASCO has over 40 years of gas detection experience and more than 75 years of analytical equipment
experience. We provide high quality calibration gas with the knowledge and
expertise of when, where and why to use the gas.
When it comes to calibration gas for gas detection technologies, contact the experts at GASCO.
1-800-910-0051 Labs, Inc.
Electronic Measurement
www.gascogas.com
800-452-6822

LEADING THE INDUSTRY
ecosmartTM Calibration Gas Cylinders
Twist to install

GASCO introduced an alternative replacement to disposable
cylinders. Exclusive ecosmartTM cylinders are “Made in the
USA.” These 100-percent reusable cylinders are designed to address
the ongoing concern of how to dispose of empty calibration gas
cylinders.
•
•

ecosmartTM cylinders come in many sizes and offer more gas in
a smaller package
ecosmartTM cylinders utilize the same C-10 valve; therefore there
is no need to change out regulators.

Customers do not have to change how they buy gas. The ecosmart
program simply solves the issue of what to do with empty cylinders.
Return them to GASCO for free.

FREE Return Shipping Instructions:
1. Before returning cylinder, twist M/T Plug into valve. This will release any excess
pressure. (Return empty cylinder to GASCO with M/T Plug installed)
2. PEEL OFF label wrap by pulling on the perforated strip. (Empty sticker is shown)
3. Generate your FREE label by using the ecosmart returns button at
www.gascogas.com

4. Prepare a box with adequate packing material and ship FREE to GASCO!

GASCO delivers unbeatable
service to distributors and their
customers WORLDWIDE.
Call our knowledgeable and
friendly Team today!

It makes sense to reduce, reuse, and
recycle! These lightweight and
portable, cylinders provide the high
quality and stability needed in
today’s
workplace.
Exclusive
TM
ecosmart cylinders are “Made in
the USA.”
GASCO’s ecosmartTM program is both
innovative and environmentally
mindful.

LEADING THE INDUSTRY
SUPERIOR PRODUCT LINES
Specialty Gases
•
•

Complex Multi-Component Hydrocarbon Mixes
High Purity, Rare and Atmospheric Gases up to 99.999% Purity

Pure Gases

Pure gases available include: argon, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen,
oxygen, hydrogen and helium. They all feature a 48-month warranty.

Gas Mixtures

Gas mixtures are available in reactive, non-reactive, reactive
multi-mixtures and non-reactive multi-mixtures.
Warranties include:
• Non-reactive gas mixtures: 48 months
• Reactive Single gas mixtures: 12 months
• Reactive multi-gas mixtures: 24 months

Advanced Cylinders

GASCO’s advanced cylinders transport reactive and non-reactive pure and
mixed gases and are available in various sizes of aluminum alloy and steel.
If you’re looking for a green solution, ecosmartTM cylinders include a free
return program that eliminates the hassle of cylinder disposal. Let GASCO
recycle for you.

Sophisticated Regulators

Multi-flow regulators are available in nickel-plated brass and stainless
steel with adjustable flow settings. Matching-flow, demand flow and
dial-a-flow regulators are also available in nickel plated brass.

Accessories

Carrying Cases -- safely store and transport gas monitors, cylinders and
regulators. Canvas and hard plastic cases are available and capable of
holding any two or three 116, 105, 103, 66, 58, 44, 34 or 17 liter cylinders.
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